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PRECIOUS METALS 
Showcasing the best of 

Ledbury Studio's Metallics 
Collection, from £50,000, this 

kitchen features dramatically aged 
sheets of both pewter and zinc. 

In combination with two colours of 
painted units, a durable Bianco 

Macaubas quartzite worktop and 
antiqued mirror, this scheme deftly 

mixes materials without ever 
looking overworked 
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TRIPLE THREAT 
Right This design blends 

together three ranges 
from Schmidt Kitchens 

to create a coherent 
scheme showcasing 

different materials. The 
Loft slab-fronted door 

and Take collection with 
integrated handles are 

both shown in Tonka, 
with an inset run of 

Arcos cabinet above 
the sink and hob in 

Vintage Oak. Prices 
start from £10,000 

WONDERFUL WOOD 
Be/ow right Limed 

oak bespoke cabinetry 
paired up with a light 
herringbone wooden 

flooring creates a 
natural backdrop, 

against which the dark 
blue cabinetry and 
Caesarstone work 
surface stand out. 

Kitchens from 
£25,000 

Expert 
advice 

Charlie Smallbone, founder of 
Ledbury Studio, on how he successfully 
mixes materials in a kitchen scheme 

• Always keep che mancra 'less is more' in

mind when using different materials to creace

a contrasc in your kicchen. Ac Led bury Scudio

I have designed metal or glass doors chac sic

above simple timber doors wich an intervening

stone workcop. Lim icing che mix of macerials is 

instrumental to che success of the design.

• Think about using unexpected materials in 

specific areas of your kicchen design - but 

always remember your design muse be

funccional. The Housekeeper's Cupboard from

our Led bury Shaker colleccion has a beauciful

walnut interior chat I have contra ted wich a

praccical quarcz workcop.

• Successfully mixing macerials is all abouc che

blend and the point where the macerials meet.

Gee chis righc and che design cends co work.

• Consider different uses of che same macerial.

I designed and fabricaced a beaucin.il quarczice

stone sink from che same Bianco Macaubas

scone used for the rest of che island workcop -

a cool design feature chac is really praccical.
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